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The language of science has in recent decades interested researchers from different 
disciplines because of the increasing power of science and technology in society. For 
the sake of learning science, various ritualized and non-ritualized forms of scientific 
discourse have been established to carry scientific knowledge to different learners, 
such as children, school learners and scientists. Children could learn commonsense 
knowledge from the massive reading materials of children’s popular science; 
scientists and experts could easily understand the technical terms in the standard 
scientific articles. However, for high school and university students, and 
non-specialized readers, there is not any ritualized and suitable form of scientific 
discourse carrying educational scientific knowledge to them. As a result, those 
students have to learn scientific knowledge from the standard scientific discourse, 
which is obviously specialized for professional readers. In this case, the language 
exclusiveness of the standard scientific discourse puts those school learners in a 
dilemma: either they are lacking learning materials of educational scientific 
knowledge or they have to deal with the unintelligible and complicated standard 
scientific discourse.  
Halliday (1998a: 24) proposes an “unpacking the metaphor” solution for those 
school learners and non-specialized readers to understand the exclusive standard 
scientific language by a way of cognitive deconstruction. However, he has not 
established a model of deconstruction. Although Halliday’s (1998a) creative idea 
indeed provides an effective way to learn the standard scientific discourse, an 
essential presupposition of his solution is that the users of this method should be 
specialists in grammar, which puts Halliday’s method into the same awkward position 
as the standard scientific discourse itself does - it is only specialized for someone 
special. 
This thesis adopts the theory of interlanguage from second language acquisition 
(SLA) to define Halliday’s idea of unpacking metaphors and creating interlanguage 
discourse. Besides, an unpacking model is theorized to deconstruct the standard 
















three corpora, respectively with children’s popular science articles, learners’ scientific 
articles and scientists’ papers, are set up. Moreover, a fourth corpus, unpacked from 
those scientists’ papers of the third corpus, is also established. Through the corpus 
study of these four corpora, the advantages and disadvantages of these four forms of 
scientific discourse are analyzed quantitatively. This thesis has two objectives: 
establishing an unpacking model and testifying the effectiveness of interlanguage 
scientific discourse for learning scientific knowledge. In this research, not only is the 
unpacking model proved to be practical and feasible, but also it is concluded that 
interlanguage scientific discourse, generated from unpacking grammatical metaphors 
of the standard scientific discourse, eliminates the exclusiveness of standard scientific 
English and could help those school learners and non-specialized readers learn 
science. 
One of the innovative ideas of the thesis lies in establishing an unpacking model by 
classifying grammatical metaphors. The encoding of “regular expressions” used in the 
corpus tool AntConc to concordance all the parameters in this thesis is also an 
invention. Not only does this research further explore Halliday’s solution and expand 
it into a more practical and systematic theory, but also it is significant for those school 
learners and non-specialized readers to acquire a feasible approach to learn 
educational scientific knowledge from the exclusive standard scientific discourse 
when they are lacking a ritualized and suitable form of scientific discourse. 
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Chapter One Introduction 
1 
Chapter One Introduction 
The language of science has in recent decades interested researchers from different 
disciplines, including sociology, psychology, history, philosophy and linguistics. The 
reasons for the interest are varied, from social critique to psychological research, from 
educational goals to specific linguistic puzzles, from second language teaching to 
theory building (Bazerman, 1998: 15). Whatever their reasons are, all can be 
attributed to the hegemony of scientific language, that is, its power in society and 
culture. The power of scientific language derives from the ever-growing control it 
affords over the material environment (Martin, et al., 1998: 11). There is no doubt that 
the status of scientific language is a privileged one since technology dominated the 
society in the 1860s, especially in the present Information and Technology Age. Just 
as Halliday (1985: 7) points out, “the English science discourse has been the cutting 
edge”. 
1.1 Background of scientific language and scientific discourse 
With the development of science and technology, particularly more and more 
researches on scientific language have been put forward by functional linguists, and 
lots of pioneering work can be found in Bazerman (1988, 1994, 1998), Halliday (1985, 
1988, 1993), Martin (1992, 1998) and Matthiessen (1992, 1995). Their interest mainly 
lies in two aspects. First, scientific language is one of “the most instantly recognizable 
and widely recognized” (Halliday, 1985:69) varieties of English. Second, it performs 
distinct functions in society, has a distinct set of users and has distinct grammatical 
and textual structures. Moreover, they put special interest in the relationship between 
the forms of language used in science and the forms of knowledge construed by that 
language, that is, how to understand the meaning potential of science by using various 
forms of scientific discourse.  
The “discourse” used in this thesis can be explained as the meaning implied in 
Wignell, Martin and Eggins (1987: 136-165) where discourse corresponds with “the 
language of”. Martin (1998: 83) points out that scientific discourse has always 
evolved in specific contexts and to meet specific needs. There is of course no single 
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diverse disciplines and sub-disciplines but also aiming at different participants in the 
learning process of science. According to the targeted readers and functions in 
carrying scientific knowledge, scientific discourse can be divided into three forms: 
children’s discourse, learners’ discourse and experts’ discourse (also named as the 
standard scientific discourse), corresponding with their own languages, children’s, 
learners’ and experts’ scientific languages respectively. Just as their names imply, 
children’s scientific discourse targets at the children of age 2 to 8 for learning 
commonsense knowledge. Experts’ scientific discourse, or the standard scientific 
discourse, is written and used by the specialized scientists and experts. However, 
learners’ scientific discourse, which is supposed to be the learning materials of 
educational scientific knowledge for school learners, has not been publicly recognized 
as a ritualized form of scientific discourse as the other two forms have already done. 
Popular science and science fiction are two relatively well-developed genres that 
belong to this form, but they still have not formed a set of recognized features for 
being a register.  
1.2 Problems in the standard scientific discourse 
However, it has been found that the standard scientific discourse has many problems. 
Over the years the problem of language exclusiveness in this form of discourse has 
been raised many times. Halliday (1999: 131) suggests that one of the major 
problematic features of the standard scientific discourse is its “exclusiveness and 
ritualistic power”. This problem derives from those technical terms and abstractions in 
scientific language and is commented as a “double-edged sword” by Martin (1998: 
31). Although the standard scientific discourse extends the meaning potential of 
scientific language considerably, the very process of technicality and nominalization 
makes it inaccessible to many people, especially those school learners and 
non-specialized readers. The reasons for its exclusiveness have been commented upon 
both by lay observers, who criticize its huge numbers of ‘jargons’, and by critical 
theorists and functional linguists, who state that the writers of the standard scientific 
discourse employ scientific language purely to enhance their own power and prestige, 
but not for learners. More specifically, Halliday (1985: 66) and Martin (1992: 31) 
criticize the difficulty of entering into the standard scientific discourse and accepting 
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